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A VOB (Video Object) is a multimedia container format which contains actual audio, video, menu
and subtitle contents in the stream form. In other words it can be said that, it is the extension of
those files which are contained in DVD video media. .vob is considered its extension. Video to VOB
converter, as the name suggests, it will decode video file and convert it into VOB format.
Additionally, the software will also convert various VOB files into several video formats like FLV,
AVI, MPEG and many more.

You might ponder over why different kinds of converters like vob video converter, are available in
the market. And the answer is to convert a file in such format which would be supported by your
computer or portable devices. It happens that recording of any video or audio is done with the help
of hordes of devices and in various formats. These files, then need to edited and converted into
various formats for playing back. Here, comes the important role of VOB converter.

Converting VOB file to any video format is a task of a few minutes for video converter. Before
discussing about the procedure of VOB conversion, free download and install the program on your
computer.

Step 1Add VOB files to the software

Click the "Video" button to import the VOB files into the program, or simply drag and drop the files to
MediaConverter window.

Step 2Choose the wanted output format

After selection of input, select your wanted output format from the drop-down menu. Then click the
icon.

Step 3Start the VOB conversion

Then, press "Start" button to commence the process of conversion.

Within few seconds, the software start to convert vob into the desired format. Once file gets
converted, you are free to play it. Both audio and video customized settings can be made by
pressing "Setting" button.
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